
UNSUCCESSFUL DIVERSIFICATION STRATEGY

Diversification on the surface appears to be an appealing business strategy, acting as a hedge against changes in
specific niche industries. The problem with .

To put it in more practical terms, if a company plans to break apart, recombine, and relocate its strategic
assets, it also must be prepared to create a hospitable new environment for them. There is always the potential
to buy what is missing, develop it in-house, or render it unnecessary by changing the competitive rules of the
game. Then, Swedish furniture firm IKEA revealed its intention to enter the gig economy through its
acquisition of the on-demand services platform TaskRabbit. The Walt Disney Company has diversified
following a similar strategy, expanding from its core animation business into theme parks, live entertainment,
cruise lines, resorts, planned residential communities, TV broadcasting, and retailing by buying or developing
the strategic assets it needed along the way. Similarly, one should withdraw resources from a profitable
venture if profits have been gained at the cost of share. And neither did it build share. But in the mids, when
Laker tried to diversify into the transatlantic scheduled-airline business, it bumped into British Airways and
the large U. The electric vehicle space is also highly competitive, with established car firms like Volkswagen
VW and Silicon Valley tech companies like Tesla all having a head start on the UK firm. For example, a dairy
company producing cheese adds a new variety of cheese to its product line. Buzzell, Bradley T. Often,
companies can use what they have learned from one diversification move to enter a third market more quickly
and cheaply. Concentric Diversification In this form of a diversification strategy, the entity introduces new
products with an aim to fully utilize the potential of the prevailing technologies and marketing system. Exhibit
VII Performance by index of entry scale, first two years Exhibit VII also returns us to relative share: the
large-scale entrants achieved the highest relative share as well as the least negative financial performance.
Harvard Business Review. These two different diversification efforts have provoked two very different
reactions from industry experts. But managers considering a new market venture must decide how much
money they want to make. Recent examples of corporate diversification include the entries of Gillette into
manufacture of felt-tip pens, John Deere into snowmobiles, and Texas Instruments into pocket calculators. In
the face of such a cost-volume relationship, it is foolhardy to enter small, because the inevitable result must be
an inferior relative cost position. Can we do that at a reasonable cost? A firm may adopt this strategy to appeal
to an all-new group of customers. Talking about advantages There are advantages to diversification. Take the
experience of Japanese consumer-goods giant Kao. This move raised eyebrows from market observers as they
knew it was difficult to take down Pepsi and Coca Cola. Then it sold its machines outright through a network
of dealers rather than through a direct sales force, and it further differentiated its products from those of Xerox
by focusing on quality and price rather than speed. Buzzell, and Donald F. Simply put, the technology
changed and improved the laundry detergent business, but it was old news in the floppy-disk business:
competitors either had something similar to it already or had another technology that did the job. Based on
those strategic assets, Coca-Cola decided in the early s to acquire its way into the wine business, in which such
strengths were imperative. Read More. Many companies introduce their time-tested strategic assets in a new
market and still fail. Gale, and Ralph G. Laker went bankrupt in 


